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Introduction:

A Watershed is a Hydro-geological unit of area from which the rainwater drains through a

single outlet. Watershed development refers to the conservation, regeneration and judicious use of all

the natural resources, namely, soil, water and vegetation. Watershed Management on the other hand

brings about the best possible balance between natural resources on the one side and human beings
on the other. The Environmental degradation can be managed effectively through a holistic
Watershed Development on the basis of “ridge to valley” approach.

The Integrated Watershed Management Programme (IWMP), which is now renamed as the Pradhan

Mantri Krishi SinchayeeYojna-Watershed Development Component (PMKSY-WDC) was launched during
2009-10 as a tool to address problems of the rain fed or degraded areas in India.

The main objective of IWMP is to restore the ecological balance by:
Harnessing, conserving and developing degraded natural resources i.e., soil, water
and vegetation.

The outcomes of the Programme are:
Prevention of soil run-off

Rain Water Harvesting and recharging Ground Water Table
Increasing the Productivity of Crops

Promoting sustainable Livelihoods and
Increasing Household incomes

The major Components under IWMP are:
I.

II.

Capacity Building:

Various types of trainings and Capacity building exercises related to Works and maintenance
of accounts.

Preparation of DPR:

This includes the Details of works to be carried out during the Project Period.
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III.

Entry Point Activities:

These activities are undertaken with the aim of establishing trust worthiness of the Watershed

Development Team (WDT), rapport building with the Village Community and Community
IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

Mobilization.

Watershed Works:

These included activities for treatment of Arable Land, Non-Arable Land and Drainage Line
as well.

Production System & Micro-enterprises:

This included farm based activities to support the production system and micro enterprises
for land owning households.
Livelihood Activities:

The various Livelihood activities taken up were aimed at improving the standards of living
and generation of income for the asset less people under the project.
Monitoring & Evaluation.
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CHAPTER 1: Guiding Principles
The Integrated Watershed Management Programme is based on the following principles:

I. Equity and Gender Sensitivity: Project Implementing Agencies (PIAs) must facilitate the equity
processes such as:

a) Enhanced livelihood opportunities for the poor through investment in their assets and
improvements in productivity and income,

b) Improving access of the poor, especially women to the benefits,

c) Enhancing role of women in decision making processes and their representation in the institutional
arrangements and

d) Ensuring access to usufruct rights from the common property resources for the resource poor.
II. Decentralization: Project management would improve with decentralization, delegation and
professionalism. Establishing suitable institutional arrangements within the overall framework of the

Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs), and the operational flexibility in norms to suit varying local
conditions will enhance decentralization. Empowered committees with delegation to rationalize the
policies, continuity in administrative support and timely release of funds are the other instruments for
effective decentralization.

III. Facilitating Agencies: Social mobilization, community organization, building capacities of
communities in planning and implementation, ensuring equity arrangements, etc. need intensive
facilitation.

IV. Centrality of Community Participation: Involvement of primary stakeholders is at the Centre of
planning, budgeting, implementation, and management of watershed projects. Community
organizations may be closely associated with and accountable to Gram Sabha in project activities.

V. Capacity Building and Technology Inputs: Considerable stress would be given on capacity
building as a crucial component for achieving the desired results. This would be a continuous process

enabling functionaries to enhance their knowledge and skills and develop the correct orientation and
perspectives thereby becoming more effective in performing their roles and responsibilities.
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VI. Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning: A participatory, outcome and impact-oriented and user
focused monitoring, evaluation and learning system would be put in place to obtain feedback and
undertake improvements in planning, project design and implementation.

VII. Organizational Restructuring: Establishing appropriate technical and professional support
structures at national, state, district and project levels and developing effective functional

partnerships among project authorities, implementing agencies and support organizations would play
a vital role.
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CHAPTER 2: INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AT PROJECT LEVEL
Project Implementing Agency (PIA): The Project Implementing Agency (PIA) will provide
necessary technical guidance to the Village Community for preparation of development plans for the
watershed through Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) exercise, undertake community organization

and training for the village communities, supervise watershed development activities, inspect and
authenticate project accounts, encourage adoption of low cost technologies and build upon
indigenous technical knowledge, monitor and review the overall project implementation and set up
institutional arrangements for post-project operation and maintenance and further development of the
assets created during the project period.

Watershed Development Team: The WDT is an integral part of the PIA and will be set up by the

PIA. The WDT will guide the Watershed Committee (WC) in the formulation of the watershed
action plan. Some of the important roles and responsibilities of the WDT include the following:

a. Assist Village Communities in constitution of the Watershed Committee and their
functioning.

b. Organizing and nurturing User Groups and Self-Help Groups.

c. Mobilizing women to ensure that the perspectives and interests of women are adequately
reflected in the watershed action plan.

d. Conducting the participatory base-line surveys, training and capacity building.

e. Preparing detailed resource development plans including water and soil conservation or
reclamation etc. to promote sustainable livelihoods at household level.

f. Common property resource management and equitable sharing.
g. Preparing Detailed Project Report (DPR)

h. Monitoring, checking, assessing, and undertaking physical verification and measurements of
the work done.

i. Facilitating the development of livelihood opportunities for the landless.
j. Maintaining project accounts.

k. Arranging physical, financial and social audit of the work undertaken.

l. Setting up suitable arrangements for post-project operation, maintenance and future
development of the assets created during the project period.
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CHAPTER 3: UMWASOR, RONGBENG-DAGAL & DAONG-DAGRIM
WATERSHED IWMP-IV

The Umwasor Watershed, Rongbeng-Dagal Watershed & Daong-Dagrim Watershed (IWMPIV) project is the only Project under Batch- II in West Khasi Hills District and is located in
Mawshynrut C&RD Block. Under Umwasor Watershed the area is drained by the Umwasor River
and its tributaries flowing in an North-to-South direction. The total area to be treated is 3788 Ha
under the Integrated Watershed Management Programme (IWMP).
The Project area is located at a distance of about 78 km from Nongstoin, the Headquarter of
West Khasi Hills District.
A total of eight (8) villages are covered under the project. These are:1 Nongriangkhain
5. Pyndengmawlieh

2. Nongdakong
6. Nongthawkhong

3.Riangwar
7. Nongriangka

4. Porksai
8. Langshonthiang

The Daong Dagrim Watershed area is drained by the Daong-Dagrim River and its tributaries
flowing in the North to South direction and the total area is 1486 Ha with 1000 ha to be treated under
the Integrated Watershed Management Programme (IWMP).
The Project area is located at a distance of about 105 km from Nongstoin, Headquarter and
about 60 km from Mawshynrut.
A total of two (2) villages are covered under the project. These are:1. Dymmut A
2. Dymmut B

The Rongbeng-Dagal Watershed area is drained by the Rongbeng Dagal River and its
tributaries flowing from West khasi hills to South direction. The total area to be treated is 1200 Ha
under the Integrated Watershed Management Programme (IWMP).
The Project area is located at a distance of about 48 km from Mawshynrut, the Civil SubDivision and about 93 km from Nongstoin, the District Headquarter of West Khasi Hills District.
The Project Area is connected by road which is running just by the side of the watershed from
beginning and enter inside the watershed in the last end.
A total of seven (6) villages are covered under the project. These are:1. Dalbot ‘A’
4. Nongshram Bolking

2.Dalbot ‘B’
5. Nongshram Wahkatak

3.Nongshram Rongbeng
6. Nongshram Mongchung
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The major problems faced in the Watershed area during the pre-project period were the
mismanagement of lands, unscientific land use, frequently forest fires, indiscriminate tree felling,
uncontrolled grazing, etc. resulting in soil erosion and increase runoff in the area. Besides, farmers
were unaware of the seriousness of the problem, hence their lack of motivation and willingness to
change their traditional practices and adopt other alternatives and more sustainable cultivation and
farming practices. Lack of extension, demonstration and infrastructure facilities also contributed to
low yield in agriculture production.
Hence, the Project was initiated taking into consideration all the above problems and as per
the Common Guidelines for Watershed Development Projects (2008),
The Project was broadly carried out in three phases, namely:

 Preparatory Phase
 Watershed Works Phase
 Consolidation & Withdrawal Phase

The implementation of the IWMP-IV project was facilitated and carried out by the PIA

(Project Implementing Agency) through the WDT(Watershed Development Team) with the active
involvement, leadership and participation of the Watershed Committee at the village level.
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CHAPTER 3.1: PREPARATORY PHASE
This Phase was carried out for 1 year during the first Year of starting of the Project. The major

objective of this phase is to build appropriate mechanisms for adoption of participatory approach and
empowerment of local institutions (WC, SHG, and UG). In this phase, the main activities included:
Taking up Entry Point Activities

Development of Village level institutions
Preparation of DPR

Entry Point Activities (EPA):

The EPAs were created based on the needs of the local community with the aim to establish

credibility of the Watershed Development Team (WDT) and create a rapport building with the
village community as well as Community mobilization.

The following Works were taken up as EPAs under the Watershed in all seven villages:
(Umwasor Watershed):
Sl.no.

Particulars

Physical

b.

Washing Place

4

a.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Drinking Wells
Footbridge

Public toilet

Drinking water Supply tank
Spring tap chambers
Total

6
4
1
1
2

18
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A Glimpse of EPAs created under Umwasor Watershed

Foot bridge-Pyndengmawlieh

Drinking well cum washing place-Thawkhong

Drinking well-Pyndengmawlieh

Washing Place-Thawkhong

Public Latrine-Riangwar

C.C. Dam cum Washing PlatformNongriangkhain
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Foot bridge-Pyndengmawlieh

Drinking Well cum Washing Platform Nongthawkhong

Drinking Well-Nongthawkong

Drinking well-Nongriangka

Drinking Well-Porksai

Drinking Well-Nongriangwar
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washing platform- porksai

C.C. Water Tank-Nongdakong

Spring tap chamber-Porksai

Drinking well-Riangwar

Foot Bridge-Langshonthiang

Foot Bridge-Langshonthiang
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Daong-Dagrim Watershed:
Sl.no.

Particulars

Physical

b.

IEC (H.U.B.) Dymmut ‘B’

1

a.
c.

IEC (H.U.B.) Dymmut ‘A’

1
1

CULVERT CUM R/WALL- DYMMUT ‘A’

Total

3

A Glimpse of EPAs created

IEC HUB- DYMMUT ‘A’

IEC HUB- DYMMUT ‘B’

CULVERT CUM R/WALL- DYMMUT ‘A’

COMMUNITY ASSETS

COMMUNITY ASSETS
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Rongbeng-Dagal Watershed:
Sl.no.

Particulars

Physical

b.

Footbridge & Washing Place

1 no

a.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Total

IEC HUB furniture

1 no

Foot bridge & foot path

1 no

IEC HUB Furniture

1 no

IEC HUB Furniture

1 no

Public Latrine

1 no
6

A Glimpse of EPAs created

PUBLIC TOILET-Nongshram Mongchung

IEC HUB-NongshramWahkatak

FOOT BRIDGE- Dalbot ‘B’

IEC HUB- Dalbot ‘A’
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IEC HUB- Nongshram Bolking

FOOT BRIDGE- Nongshram Rongbeng

Distribution of Furniture- Nongshram Bolking

Distribution of Furniture- Nongshram Rongbeng

Distribution of Furniture- Nongshram Wahkatak

Distribution of Furniture-Nongshram Mongchung
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Development of Village level institutions:

During the Preparatory Phase, many Awareness Programs were organized on the concept of

the IWMP and its implementation at village level as well as for the formation and development of

Village level institutions such as Watershed Committees (WCs), Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and User
Groups (UGs). Various Capacity Building and Training exercises of different stakeholders were also
conduction institutional and work related aspects.

Awareness programmes conducted at village level (Umwasor Watershed)

Awareness programmes conducted at village level(Daong-Dagrim Watershed)
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Awareness programmes conducted at village level(Rongbeng-Dagal Watershed)
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Watershed Committee: The Watershed Committee of the Umwasor was constituted on October,
2010 and registered under the Registration of Societies Act 7 of 1990. The list of members is:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Name

Shri. P.R. Rongrin
Shri. Simorin Marbaniang
Shri. Henry Amora
Shri. Elias Dkhar
Smti. Justina Mawsor
Shri. Translo Mawlong
Shri. Protasius Puwein
Smti. Lestina Mawsor
Smti. Emo Synshiang
Shri. Skhem Ryntong
Smti. Terina K. Bani
Shri. Manik Kumar Nongbak
Shri.. Debi Rongrin
Shri. Shaphranglin Nianglang
Shri. Browell Swangre
Shri. Dwelington Mawsor
Shri. Borlin Puwein

Village

Langshonthiang
Pyndengmawlieh
Riangkhain
Nongthawkhong
Nongriangka
Nongriangka
Secretary
Pyndengmawlieh
Riangkain
Nongdakong
Nongdakong
Nongriangwar
Nongriangwar
Porksai
Nongthawkhong
Langshonthiang
Langshonthiang

Designation

Member
Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
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Some photo of Sub Watershed Committee:
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Jebalin Nongbak
Shri. Slan Dkhar
Shri. Lipshon Ryntong
Shri. Willang Nongbak
Smti. Victoria Mawsor

Name

Shri. Chestar Dewkhait
Shri. Simorin Marbaniang
Smti. Hestina Mawsor
Smti. Kertibon Mawsor
Shri. Kynsaibor Sohlang

Village

Nongdakong
Nongdakong
Nongdakong
Nongdakong
Nongdakong

Village

Pyndengmawlieh
Pyndengmawlieh
Pyndengmawlieh
Pyndengmawlieh
Pyndengmawlieh

Designation

Member

Chairman
President
Member
Member

Designation

Secretary

Chairman
Member
Member
Member
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Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

Sl.no

1
2
3
4
5

Name

Shri. Shanbor Dkhar
Shri. Posyndro Rongrin
Shri. Lawrent Nongbri
Shri. Philen Shyrkon
Shri. Borlin Puwein (absent)

Name

Shri. Shaphranglin Ninglang
Smti. Grenish Marak
Shri. Protasius Puwein
Shri. Khaling Marak
Smti. Linabon Shyrkon

Village

Langshonthiang
Langshonthiang
Langshonthiang
Langshonthiang
Langshonthiang

Porksai
Porksai
Porksai
Porksai
Porksai

Village

Designation

Chairman

Secretary
Member
Member
Member

Designation

Chairman

Member
Secretary
Member
Member
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Sl.no

1
2
3
4

Sl.no

1
2
3
4
5

shri. Lendar Langrin

Name

Smti. Jostina Mawsor

Shri. Translo Mawlong
Shri. Dikshon Amora

Name

Riangka

Village

Riangka

Designation

Chairman
Member

Riangka

Secretary

Riangka

Member

Village

Designation

Smti. Beronika Nongmin

Nongthawkhong

Member

Shri. Andreas Langrin

Nongthawkhong

Chairman

Smti. Merita Mawsor

Shri. Browell Swangre
Shri. Elias Dkhar

Nongthawkhong
Nongthawkhong
Nongthawkhong

Member
Member

Secretary (Absent)
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Sl.no

1
2
3
4
5

Shri. Debi Rongrin

Name

Shri. Kobi Mawsor
Shri. serbi Rongrin

Shri. Manikkumar Nongbak
Smti. Bertila Hahshah

Riangwar
Riangwar
Riangwar
Riangwar
Riangwar

Village

Designation

Secretary
Member
Member

Chairman
Member
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Watershed Committee: The Watershed Committee of the Daong Dagrim was constituted on 9December - 2010 has been registered under the Society Registration Act 7, 1990. The list of
members is:

Sl.no Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Shri. Rajesh Saangma
Shri. Polling Sangma
Shri. Weldik Sangma
Shri. Kildit Momin
Shri. Killik Momin
Shri. Gobinda Sangma
Smt. Santi momin
Smt. Nemre Momin
Smti. Lometa Momin
Shri. Subidar Sangma (absent)

Village

Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘A’
Dymmut ‘A’
Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘A’
Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘A’
Dymmut ‘A’

Designation
Member
Member
Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Secretary
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Sub Watershed Committee photo:
Sl.no Name

Village

Designation

Sl.no Name

Village

Designation

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Shri. Rajesh Sangma
Shri. Polling Sangma
Smt. Nemre Momin
Shri. Gobinda Sangma
Shri. Killik Momin

Smt. Lomita Momin
Shri. Pileron Momin
Shri. Kildit Momin
Smt. Santi Momin
Smt. Lomita Momin

Dymmut ‘A’
Dymmut ‘A’
Dymmut ‘A’
Dymmut ‘A’
Dymmut ‘A’

Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘B’
Dymmut ‘B’

Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member

Chairman
Member
Secretary
Member
Member
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Watershed Committee: The Rong Beng Dagal Watershed Committee was constituted on December
2010 and registered under the Registration of Societies Act 7 of 1990. The list of members is:

Sl.no Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Shri. Paperson Sangma
Shri. Chandalin Marak
Smt. Rabulin Marak
Shri. Martin Sangma
Shri. Bodling Momin
Smt. Abolin Marak
Shri. Kingkong Momin
Shri. Aladin Sangma
Smt. Bolina Marak
Shri. Soften Sangma
Shri. Hadrian Momin
Smt. Lovelina Marak
Shri. Georing D.Shira
Shri. Nolin Sangma
Smt. Rudina Shira
Shri. Brinth Marak
Shri. E.D Shira
Smt. Pelika Shira

Village

Nongshram Mangchong
Nongshram Rongbeng
Nongshram Mangchong
Nongshram Mangchong
Nongshram Rongbeng
Nongshram Rongbeng
Nongshram Wagitak
Nongshram Wagitak
Nongshram Wagitak
Nongshram Bolking
Nongshram Bolking
Nongshram Bolking
Dalbot-A
Dalbot-A
Dalbot-A
Dalbot-B
Dalbot-B
Dalbot-B

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
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Photo of the Sub Watershed Committee under the Watershed:

Sl.no
1
2
3

Name
Smt Rudina Shira
Shri. Nolin Sangma
Shri. Georing Shira

Village
Dalbot A
Dalbot A
Dalbot A

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member

Sl.no
1
2
3

Name
Shri. Endosh Shira
Smt. Philira Sangma
Smt. Brinith Marak

Village
Dalbot ‘B’
Dalbot ‘B’
Dalbot ‘B’

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
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Sl.no
1
2
3

Name
Shri. Kingkong Momin
Shri. Aladin Sangma
Smti. Beronika Marak

Village
N.Wahkatak
N.Wahkatak
N.Wahkatak

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member

Sl.no
1
2
3

Name
Shri. Hadrian Momin
Shri. Sotten Sangma
Smt. Elisha Sangma

Village
N.Bolking
N.Bolking
N.Bolking

Designation
Chairman
Secretary
Member
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Sl.no
1
2

Name
Shri. Chandalin Marak
Shri. Renosh Marak

Village
N.Rongbeng
N.Rongbeng

Designation
Secretary
Member

Sl.no
1
2

Name
Shri. Paperson Sangma
Smti. Robalin Marak

Village
N.Mongchung
N.Mongchung

Designation
Secretary
Member
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Self Help Groups: SHGs were constituted in the Watershed area with the help of WDT from
amongst the poor, small and marginal farmer households, landless/asset less and poor agricultural
laborers, women folks etc. These Groups are homogenous in nature having common identity and

interest that are dependent on the watershed area for their livelihood. About 21 numbers of SHGs
were formed and nurtured under the Watershed but most of the SHGs have dissolved and only 17
SHGs are still active at present. The details of SHGs that are still active in Umwasor Watershed:
Sl No

Name of Group
(SHGs)

Village

No of
members

Male

Female

1

Treilum

Pyndengmawlieh

3

Banrisuk

Langshonthiang

11

4

Porksai

10

10

Porksai

10

10

Langshonthiang

8

8

2
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

khurmat

Iatreilang
Roilang

Maitshaphrang
Treilang

Banrilang

Banimsuk

ORTWAR Federation
Domkyna

Bannangroi
Nguson

Lamlynti

Everygreen

Kyntiewlang
Bantreilang

Pyndengmawlieh
Riangka

Nongriangka
Riangwar

6

Composition of Group

5
6
6
6

5 SHG

Langshonthiang

10

Langshonthiang

11

11

Nongriangkhain

10

6

Pyndengmawlieh
Langshonthiang
Thawkhong

5
6

12
5

5
7
6
6
6

pyndengmawlieh
Thawkhong

6

5

10
12

6
4
5
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Under Daong-Dagrim Watershed SHGs were constituted in the Watershed area with the help

of WDT from amongst the poor, small and marginal farmer households, landless/asset less and poor

agricultural laborers, women folks etc. These Groups are homogenous in nature having common

identity and interest that are dependent on the watershed area for their livelihood. About 21 numbers
of SHGs were formed and nurture under the Watershed but most of the SHGs have dissolved and
only 11 SHGs are still active at present. The details of SHGs that are still active are:

Sl
No

Name of Group (SHGs)

Village

1.
2.

Dymmut- A Farmer SHG

3.

Dymmut-B Farmer SHG

Dymmut- A
Dymmut -B

Dymmut-A Women Farmer SHG Dymmut - A

4.
5.

Social SHG Dymmut (A)

Dymmut-B Women Farmer SHG

Dymmut -A

Dymmut - B

No
of Composition of Group
members
Male
Female
8

8

0

12

0

12

8
9

10

8
9

10

0
0
0
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Under Rongbeng-Dagal Watershed, SHGs were constituted in the Watershed area with the

help of WDT from amongst the poor, small and marginal farmer households, landless/asset less and
poor agricultural laborers, women folks etc. These Groups are homogenous in nature having

common identity and interest that are dependent on the watershed area for their livelihood. About 21
numbers of SHGs were formed and nurtured under the Watershed but most of the SHGs have
dissolved and only 17 SHGs are still active at present. The details of SHGs that are still active are:

1
2

Small Farmer SHG
Hand in Hand SHG

Composition of
No
of
Group
members
Male Female
Nongshram Mongchung 10
10
Nongshram Rongbeng
16
16
-

4

Bolking Women SHG

Nongshram Bolking

Sl
Name of Group (SHGs)
No

Village

3

Dalbot ‘B’

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Dalbot ‘B’ Dagar SHG
Gate Gittim Small Farmer SHG
Dabot Dagal SHG

Dalbot ‘B’ Dagal Women SHG

7
6

Nongshram Mongchung 14
Dalbot ‘B’
Dalbot ‘B’

Nongshram Bolking Farmer SHG Nongshram Bolking

35
11
14

Wahkitak Farmer SHG

Nongshram Wahkatak

Dalbot ‘A’ Women SHG

Dalbot ‘A’

15

Dalbot ‘A’

12

Mongchong Youth SHG
Dokaku Women SHG

Dalbot ‘A’ Farmer SHG

Dalbot ‘A’ Rongbeng SHG
Chumunthum SHG
Bal Ading SHG

Daju Bisik SHG

12

Nongshram Mongchung 6
Nongshram Rongbeng
Dalbot ‘A’
Dalbot ‘A’
Dalbot ‘A’
Dalbot ‘A’

10
15
12
15
10

7

-

10

4

-

31
-

14
12
-

12
15
12
9
6

6
4

11
-

6

15
10
-

6
4
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User Groups: These are homogeneous groups of persons most affected by each work/activity and
included those having land holdings within the Watershed area. Each User Group consisted of

members who derive direct benefits from a particular work or activity. The Watershed Committee

(WC) with the help of the WDT facilitated resource-use agreements among the User Groups based
on the principles of equity and sustainability. The User Groups are responsible for the operation and

maintenance of all the assets created under the project in close collaboration with the respective

Village Council. Most of the User Groups formed were mainly for EPAs and some few other
Structures like Dams.

Daong-Dagrim Watershed:
Sl.n
o.

Name of UG

1.

Dymmut A User Group

Dymmut A

Rongbeng Dagal Watershed:
Sl.n
o.

Name of UG

Village

1.

N.Mongchung UG

Nongshram
Mongchung

Umwasor Watershed

Sl No Name of UGs

Composition of Group

Village

Village

Male

Female

Total No of
member

2

2

4 Nos.

Composition of
Group
Total No of member
Femal
Male
e
6
4
2

Members
Male
8

1. Riangwar User group
Riangwar
2. Pyndeng mawlieh User Pyndengmawlieh
8
Group

Total
no
Female member
7
15
10

18

of
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Preparation of DPR:

DPR preparation is a crucial activity carried out during the Preparatory Phase which is to be

facilitated by the Project Implementing Agency (PIA) through the Watershed Development Team
(WDT) of Umwasor Watershed. The DPR was prepared by the WDT for integrated development of

the Watershed area with active participation of the people through PRA Exercises. Hence, these
exercises were the strong foundation in the preparation of the DPR.

PRA Exercises: Participatory Rural Appraisal is a methodology adopted for using participatory

techniques to build rapport, elicit support, information and participation of the people in their own
development.This technique was adopted in Watershed IWMP-IV as well during the preparation of

DPR for assessing group and community resources, identifying and prioritizing problems and
appraising strategies for solving them. During the PRA exercises, the PIA acts as the facilitator for

encouraging the village community to actively participate in identifying and prioritizing their

problems, evaluates options for solving the problem(s) and comes up with a Community Action Plan
to address the concerns that have been raised.

Umwasor Watershed
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Rongbeng-Dagal Watershed

Daong-Dagrim Watershed

During PRA, a number of different tools are used to gather and analyze information. These tools
encourage participation, make it easier for people to express their views and help to organize
information in a way that makes it more useful and more accessible to the group that is trying to
analyze a given situation. They are intended to give a sense of what information can be obtained by

using different tools and how diverse issues can be looked at from multiple angles. Some of the tools
that were adopted were:

 Social mapping

 Resource mapping

 Seasonal Calendar
 Wealth Ranking
 Time line

 Semi-structured Interviews

Umwasor Watershed
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CHAPTER 3.2: WATERSHED WORKS PHASE

This Phase was carried out for a period of 3 years, i.e.; from the 2nd up to the 4th Year of the

Project period. It included the following broad categories namely;
 Institutional Capacity Building & Training:

 Watershed Treatment/ Development Works
 Livelihood Activities

 Production System and Micro-enterprises
Institutional Capacity Building & Training: Capacity Building and different types of Training

Programmes for WC, SHGs, UGs, farmers, etc. were organized during this Phase to enhance and
promote their skills and workmanship. Capacity building support is a crucial component to achieve
the desired results from watershed development projects.

Training cum Exposure Visits (Umwasor Watershed)

Daong-Dagrim Watershed
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Training cum Exposure Visits (Rongbeng Dagal Watershed)

Training Programmes carried during Work Phase (Umwasor Watershed)
Sl no
1.

Topic

Integrated Farming & Livestock
Training on Crop demonstration/
2.
gardening
Training on Crop demonstration/
3.
gardening
11. Maintenance of Rubber
12. Agro Horti Entrepreneurship

13. Training on formation of SHG Federation
14. Training on Integrated farming
15. Fruit Processing

16. Animal Husbandry

R.R.T.C

No of
Trainees
30

No. Of
days
3

Porksai

41

1

Venue
kitchen
kitchen

Langshonthiang
C.T.I, Byrnihat
I.C.A.R,
Nongsder
Langshonthiang
RRTC, Umran
K.V.K,
Upper
Shillong
V.T.C,
Kyrdemkulai
Porksai
Langshonthiang

17. Training on Piggery, Poultry, Cattle livestock etc
18. Training on Integrated Farming
Training and Awareness on Environmental
19.
Umwasor
ecological & important of tree planting
N.I.R.D,
20. Remote Sensing R.D
Guwahati
21. Capacity Building
S.I.R.D
22. Training on Piggery, Poultry, Cattle livestock
Nongthawkhong
23. Training on Piggery, Poultry, Cattle livestock
Riangwar
Training and Awareness on Environmental
24.
Langshonthiang
ecological & important of tree planting
25. Exposure trip cum Training
RRTC, Umran
26. Exposure Trip cum Training
Cherra ecological

17

1

20

10

104
10

1
3

20

30

5

7

40

10

50

1

30
30

1
1

5

6

100

1

10
15
10
30
30

6
1
1
1
1
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project Sohra
Riangwar

27. Training on formation of user group
Training on GPS, Data Entry etc, Survey,
28.
Khanapara
Monitoring & Evaluation Report
Cherra ecological
29. Exposure trip cum Training on waste Land
project Sohra
Training on Management of Watershed and the
30.
Pyndengmawlieh
works implementation for SHG & UG
Capacity Building and Awareness Programme on
31.
Umwasor
Livelihood
Training on Natural resource conservation for
32.
Umwasor
W/C
Capacity Building and Awareness Programme/
33.
Umwasor
Livelihood
34. Exposure Trip
Ribhoi District
35. Training on Livelihood
RRTC, Umran
36. Training on Agro-Horti
ICAR, Umiam
37. Capacity Building
SIRD, Nongsder
VTC,
38. Production System
Kyrdemkulai
Training on value addition on banana, pine apple,
39.
Umdang village
carom bola and goose berry
40. Exhibition cum Sale
Shillong
41. Exhibition cum Sale
Nongstoin
42. Exposure trip&Training
Sonidan
43. Training on Weaving&handloom
Riangwar
44. Training on Food Processing
Manipur
Sericulture office,
45. training on Weaving&Handloom
Nongstoin
46. training on Weaving&Handloom
pyndengmawlieh
Skill Development Training for Livelihood promotion

43

1

30

1

120

1

60

1

18

1

60

1

10

1

3

12
18
16
16
25

4

1
1
1
1
1

4
4
14
15
2

2
2
1
7
7 days

15

4 day

14

4 days
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Training Programmes carried during Work Phase (Rongbeng-Dagal Watershed)
Sl no
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Topic

Venue

No. Of
trainees
Exposure Trip to Umran
RRTC Umran
10
Livestock Training eg. Poultry, Vocational Training Centre 9
Piggery, dairy etc.
Kyrdemkulai
Integrated Farming to RRTC Rural Training Centre Umran 10
Umran
Training on G.I.S
NIRD Guwahati
1
Training on SHG and Community Nongshram Mongchung
50
organization
Training
Programme
on Nongshram Wakgitak
35
Community
organization,
formation of SHGs, UGs
Training
Programme
on Nongshram Bolking
25
Community
organization,
formation of SHGs, UGs
Training
Programme
on Nongshram Rongbeng
27
Community
organization,
formation of SHGs, UGs
Training
Programme
on Dalbot A
35
Community
organization,
formation of SHGs, UGs
Training
Programme
on Dalbot B
25
Community
organization,
formation of SHGs, UGs
Training on Piggery and other Rongbeng Dagal
30
Livestock
Exposure Trip cum Training on R.R.T.C, Umran
8
Piggery, Poultry, Fishery, Bee
Keeping.
Remote Sensing R.D
N.I.R.D, Guwahati
5
Capacity Building
S.I.R.D, Nongsder
10
Integrated Farming & Livestock
R.R.T.C, Umran
30
Agro Horti Entrepreneurs
I.C.A.R, Nongsder
20
Animal Husbandry
V.T.C, Kyrdem kulai
10
Maintenance of Rubber
C.T.I, Byrnihat
20
Fruit Processing
K.V.K, Upper Shillong
30
Training to W/C
Rongbeng Dagal
25
Training on Production
V.T.C, Kyrdemkulai
18
Training on Livelihood
RRTC, Umran
45
Capacity Building
SIRD, Nongsder
18
Agro- Horti
ICAR, Umiam
18
Capacity Building on value Riangwar Village.
18
addition banana, pine apple,
carom bola and goose berry.

Duration
(Days)
1
10
3
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
3
5
10
10
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Skill Development Training for Livelihood promotion

Training Programs carried during Work Phase (Daong-Dagrim Watershed)
Sl
N
o
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Topic

Venue

Exposure trip to Umran, and livestock on R.R.T.C Umran
piggery, poultry, fisheries, beekeeping

7

1 day

30

1 day

9

1 day

Community Dymmut-A

25

Training
Programme
on
Community Dymmut-A
organization, formation of SHG,UG

25

10
days

15

1 day

Training on Piggery farming & cattle livestock

Dymmut-A

10

1 day

Training on Piggery farming & cattle livestock

Dymmut-A

22

1 day

Formation
of
organization
livestock on
beekeeping

SHG

piggery,

Formation
of
organization

SHG

Formation
of
organization

SHG

and

poultry,
and

and

Community Daong Dagrim
fisheries, Kyrdem Kulai

Community Dymmut-B

Training on Piggery farming & cattle livestock

10. Integrated Farming
11.

Durat
No of
ion
Traine
(Days)
es

Entrepreneurship

12. Formation of SHG & Training

Dymmut-B

RRTC Umran

12

R.R.T.C Umran
Dymmut

7
6

(IEC 24

1 day

1 day
1 day
3 day
3 day
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13. Training on SHG and community organization
14. G.I.S
15.

training on SHG and Community organization

Hub)

Daong-Dagrim

30

1 day

Daong dagrim

30

10
days

NIRD Guwahati

1

Training on SHG and Community organization, Dymmut A
16. formation of SHG, UG

25

Training on Piggery Farming and Cattle Dymmut A
18. Livestock

1 day

1 day

Training on SHG and Community organization, Dymmut B
17. formation of SHG, UG

15

1 day

10

1 day

Training on Piggery Farming and Cattle Dymmut B
19. Livestock

12

1 day

Dymmut-A

25

1 day

20.

Training on SHG and community organization

Training
programme
on
community Dymmut-B
21. organization, formation of SHG & UGs
Training on
22. livestock
Training on
23. livestock

farming

and

cattle Dymmut-A

10

1 day

Piggery

farming

and

cattle Dymmut-B

12

1 day

R.R.T.C Umran & 20
Agri-Multipurpose
Crop

1 day

Cheera Ecological 11
Project Sohra

1 day

35

1 day

Dymmut-B

29

1 day

24.
Exposure Trip cum training

Ribhoi District

Training on Function of SHG and UGs in the Dymmut-A
26. works implemented
27.

1 day

Piggery

Exposure Trip

25.

15

Training on Management of Watershed

Training on concept of UG formation and social Dymmut-A
28. mobalization

24

1 day
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Capacity Building, Awareness Programme for Daong dagrim
29. SHG,UG,W/C

35

1 day

10

1 day

31. Training to W/C

Dymmut-A

10

1 day

33. Production

VTC Kyrdemkulai

10

1day

Natural resources
30. watershed member

on

Conservation

32. Awareness programme & Training
34.

Livelihood

35. Capacity building
36. Agro

37. Capacity building for SHG, UG

for Daong dagrim

Dymmut-B

RRTc Umran

SIRD Nongsder
ICAR Umiam

SIRD Nongsdur

Capacity Building on value of addition on Umdang Village
38. banana, pine apple, carom bola and goose berry.

35
10
10
10
20
11

1day
1day
1day
1day
1day
1day
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Watershed Treatment/ Development Works: Under this category, the works have further been
divided into Arable Land Treatment, Non-Arable Land Treatment and Drainage Line Treatment. The
Physical Achievements of work done under Umwasor Watershed are as below:
Sl.no

Physical Achievements of Watershed Treatment/ Development Works:
1
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
2
a
b
c
3
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

Watershed Treatment/ Development Works:
Arable Land Treatment
Contour Bunding(Ha)
Half moon Terracing(Ha)
Agro-horticulture(Ha)
Improvement of existing Paddy Field(Ha)
Peripheral Bunding(Rm)
Crop Demonstration(unit)
Agro forestry
Wet terraces
Non- Arable Land Treatment
Afforestation(Ha)
Improvement of Degraded Forest(Ha)
Strip Plantation(Ha)
Drainage Line Treatment
Protection Walls(nos.)
Check Dams(nos.)
Water Harvesting Structures(nos.)
Small Dug Out Ponds(nos.)
C.C Dam Cum Washing Place
Run off Disposal Channel(Rm.)
well

Agro-Horticulture at Nongriangka

Physical Achievement
137
197.88
546.404
160.247
6826
153
45
54
178
58
10
37
32
81
24
2
19980.20
1
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Present Status of Works:
Sl.no. Works
1.

Contour Bunds

Status

These are low cost structures of soil conservation that
promotes water retention and helps prevent soil
erosion. They were mainly constructed in the

cultivated land on gentle slope other than Paddy fields
where

the

farmers

planted

different

types

of

vegetables. These bunds were constructed in a total

area of about 137 Ha. With the construction of such
At Nongriangka

2.

Wet Terraces/dry terrace/half-moon
terrace

bunds along the contour lines, the loss of precious top
soil in the cultivable land is greatly reduced to a
considerable extend which could be visible from the
better crop production as compared to earlier situation.

Terraces are cut and fill structures to level the land
surface constructed across steeper slopes to reduce

runoff by allowing infiltration of rainwater into the soil

and prevent soil erosion. Both dry and wet terraces
were constructed. About 251.88 Ha of land was

brought under Terrace cultivation. In most of the Dry
Terraces, vegetables are grown and crops like

Pineapple are cultivated on the shoulder bunds which
3.

at Riangkhain
Agro-Horticulture

added extra income to the farmers.

Seedlings of fruit trees such as Mandarin, Sweet

Oranges, Litchi, Pine apple etc. were provided to the
Watershed area through this Project in which the

farmers grow in their fields along with other food and
vegetable crops, a technique known as Agro-

horticulture. The target was to bring about 546.20 Ha
of land under Agro-Horticulture. However, the survival
4.

at Riangkhain
Improvement of existing Paddy Field

rate of the seedlings was only 60%.

Improvements of the paddy fields were done to
increase the productivity of the land. Around
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160.247Ha of Paddy fields were improved.

5.

Peripheral Bunds

When a farmer want to cultivate crops in a new area,

some kind of fencing is required on the periphery of

the cultivated land to prevent erosion of soil and to
avoid cattle from damaging their crops. One such
Traditional Structures are the Peripheral Bunds which
are constructed from grass turfs. These are low cost
structures but have proven very effective to the

6.

at langshonthiang

Crop Demonstration

farmers. More than 6826 Rmt of such bunds were
constructed along the cultivable land of the Watershed.

Certain improved varieties seeds of vegetables such as
Mustard, chilli, pumpkin etc vegetables, etc were
introduced to the Watershed area which increase the

yield of the crops as well as brought additional income
to the farmers.

7.

at Riangwar

Agro - forestry

Seedlings of fruit trees such as Assam Lemon,

Mandarin, Sweet Oranges, Litchi, etc. were provided to
the Watershed area through this Project in which the

farmers grow in their fields along with other food and
vegetable crops, a technique known as Agro-

horticulture. The target was to bring about 546.20 Ha
of land under Agro-Horticulture. However, the survival
at Pyndengmawlieh

rate of the seedlings was only 50%.
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7.

Afforestation

Afforestation was done on Wastelands and Barren
Lands with Tree Species such as Cryptomeriajaponica,
Grevilliarobusta, Alnusnepalensis, Micheliachampaca,

Toonaciliata, Bucklandiapopulnea, etc. The rate of

survival of the seedlings was very poor due to many
factors. Forest fires, negligence and lack of care and
interest of the people are some of the major factors. As
a result, the target of covering about 178 Ha of forest
at Pyndengmawlieh
8.

Improvement of Degraded Forests

land through this intervention could not be met.

Tree

species

such

as

Cryptomeriajaponica,

Grevillearobusta,,Alnusnepalensis,,Micheliachampaca,
Toonaciliata,

Bucklandiapopulnea,

etc.were

also

planted in degraded forest lands and community lands.
In this case too, the rate of survival of the seedlings

was very poor. Hence, only about one third of the 58
Ha target area under this activity could be achieved.

9.

At Nongriangka

Strip Plantation

It was targeted to cover about 10 Ha area of land under

this intervention. Strip Plantation were done on
roadsides,

schools,

Health

Centres,

Cemeteries,

Playgrounds, etc. with flowering trees such as

Delonixregia and Jacaranda mimosifoliaand others
such as Grevillearobusta, Bucklandiapopulnea, etc.

Most of the flowering species that were planted had a

good survivability rate except for those planted near
at pyndengmawlieh

the roadside due to lack of care and poor maintenance.
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10.

Protection Walls

About 37 nos. of these structures were constructed
particularly to protect loss of precious cultivated lands

on stream banks from being eroded away during heavy
downpour.

They

are

generally

stone

masonry

structures. They have proven to be very beneficial to
the farmers since a major portion of the land is
protected from the erosive force of rainwater. Most of

these structures are still intact though a few have been
destroyed because of the strong force of water flowing
in the stream during heavy rains.
at Riangwar
11.

Check Dams

32 nos. of Check Dams were constructed mainly to

reduce runoff velocity and for silt retention. In
addition, they also act as Head Water Dam for
providing irrigation to the cultivated areas. Hence,

behave as multi-functional structures. They are either
masonry or concrete structures. The condition of these
structures is satisfactory but they require proper care

and maintenance from time to time to increase their
longevity.
12.

at Riangwar

Water Harvesting Structures

Their main purpose is for groundwater recharge but at

the same time serve as storage structures for irrigation
and for fish farming as well. All the 81 nos. of

structures that were constructed are in good condition
and some of them have potential as tourist spots.

Hence, efforts are being made to instigate the people so

as to further improve and beautify them to obtain
additional income through tourism activities.
at pyndengmawlieh
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13.

Small Dug Out Ponds

They are 24 nos. usually aiming at providing irrigation

water to vegetable crops particularly during the dry
periods between rains. They are low cost and highly
efficient structures and enable the farmers to earn extra

income. These are also in good working condition and
some have been further improved and renovated by the
beneficiaries themselves.

14.

at Porksai

Earthen Irrigation Channel &Run
off Disposal Channels

More than 19980.20 Rmt. Of these structures are
aimed at diverting the excess surface runoff from one

area for use or safe disposal to other areas

to prevent flood damage, erosion, or sedimentation
damage. These structures have proven beneficial to the
farmers.

AT LANGSHONTHIANG
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Watershed Treatment/ Development Works: Under this category, the works have further been
divided into Arable Land Treatment, Non-Arable Land Treatment and Drainage Line Treatment. The
Physical Achievements of work done under Daong-Dagrim Watershed are as below:
Physical Achievements of Watershed Treatment/ Development Works:
Sl.no
1
a.
b.
c.
d.
2
a.
b.
c.
3
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Watershed Treatment/ Development Works:
Arable Land Treatment
Agro- Horticulture
Contour- Bund
Half Moon Terracing
Improvement of Existing paddy Field
Non- Arable Land Treatment
Afforestation
Strip Plantation
Improvement of degraded forest
Drainage Line Treatment
Head water dam
Check Dam
Water Harvesting Farm Pond
Diversion Dam
Lead Channel
Retaining Wall
Diversion Channel

Physical Achievement
194.187
93.00
72.88
59.29
120
59.20
300
1
2
4
2
2181
7
2600
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Present Status of Works:
Sl.no.
1.

Works

Contour Bunds

Status

These are low cost structures of soil conservation
that promotes water retention and helps prevent soil

erosion. They were mainly constructed in the

cultivated land on gentle slope other than Paddy
fields where the farmers planted different types of

vegetables. These bunds were constructed in a total
area of about 93.00 Ha. With the construction of

such bunds along the contour lines, the loss of
precious top soil in the cultivable land is greatly
reduced to a considerable extend which could be

visible from the better crop production as compared
2.

Halfmoon Terraces

to earlier situation.

Terraces are cut and fill structures to level the land
surface constructed across steeper slopes to reduce
runoff by allowing infiltration of rainwater into the

soil and prevent soil erosion. Both dry and wet

terraces were constructed. About 72.88 Ha of land
was brought under Terrace cultivation. In most of the
Dry Terraces, vegetables are grown and crops like

Pineapple are cultivated on the shoulder bunds which
3.

Agro-Horticulture

added extra income to the farmers.

Seedlings of fruit trees such as Lemon, Mandarin,
Sweet Oranges, Litchi, etc. were provided to the
Watershed area through this Project in which the

farmers grow in their fields along with other food
and vegetable crops, a technique known as Agro-

horticulture. The target was to bring about 194.187
Ha of land under Agro-Horticulture.
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4.

Improvement of existing Paddy Field

Improvements of the paddy fields were done to
increase the productivity of the land. Around
59.20Ha of Paddy fields were improved.

5

Afforestation

Afforestation was done on Wastelands and Barren
Lands

with

Tree

Species

Cryptomeriajaponica,

such

as

Grevilliarobusta,

Alnusnepalensis, Micheliachampaca, Toonaciliata,
Bucklandiapopulnea, etc. The rate of survival of the

seedlings was very poor due to many factors. Forest
fires, negligence and lack of care and interest of the
people are some of the major factors. As a result, the

target of covering about 120 Ha of forest land
6.

through this intervention could not be met.
Improvement of Degraded Forests

Tree

species

Grevillearobusta,

such

Micheliachampaca,

Bucklandiapopulnea,

as

Cryptomeriajaponica,

etc.were

Alnusnepalensis,

also

Toonaciliata,
planted

in

degraded forest lands and community lands. In this
case too, the rate of survival of the seedlings was
very poor. Hence, only about one third of the 300 Ha
target area under this activity could be achieved.

7.

Strip Plantation

It was targeted to cover about 59.20 Ha area of land
under this intervention. Strip Plantation were done
on roadsides, schools, Health Centres, Cemeteries,
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Playgrounds, etc. with flowering trees such as
Delonixregia and Jacaranda mimosifoliaand others
such as Grevillearobusta, Bucklandiapopulnea, etc.
Most of the flowering species that were planted had a

good survivability rate except for those planted near
the roadside due to lack of care and poor
maintenance.

9.

Check
Dam

Dams/Head

Dam/Diversion 4 nos. of Check Dams and diversion dam were

constructed mainly to reduce runoff velocity and for

silt retention. In addition, they also act as Head
Water Dam (1 no) for providing irrigation to the

cultivated areas.The condition of these structures is

satisfactory but they require proper care and

maintenance from time to time to increase their
longevity.

10.

Water Harvesting Structures

Their main purpose is for groundwater recharge but

at the same time serve as storage structures for
irrigation and for fish farming as well. All the 4 nos.
of structures that were constructed are in good
condition and some of them have potential as tourist
spots. Hence, efforts are being made to instigate the

people so as to further improve and beautify them to
obtain additional income through tourism activities.
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12.

Lead Channel/Diversion Channel

. More than 5456.5 Rmt. Of these structures are
aimed at diverting the excess surface runoff from one

area for use or safe disposal to other areas
to prevent flood damage, erosion, or sedimentation

damage. These structures have proven beneficial to
the farmers.

13.

Retaining wall

About 7 nos. of this Bamboo Spur were made to

protect loss of precious cultivated lands on stream

banks from being eroded away during heavy
downpour. They are generally Bamboo Spur. They

have proven to be very beneficial to the farmers
since a major portion of the land is protected from

the erosive force of rainwater. Most of these Bamboo

Spur are still intact though a few have been
destroyed because of the strong force of water
flowing in the stream during heavy rains.
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Watershed Treatment/ Development Works: Under this category, the works have further been
divided into Arable Land Treatment, Non-Arable Land Treatment and Drainage Line Treatment. The
Physical Achievements of work done under Rongbeng Dagal Watershed are as below:
Physical Achievements of Watershed Treatment/ Development Works:
Sl.no

Watershed Treatment/ Development Works:

Physical
Achievement

a.
b.

Agro-Horticulture
Contour Bunding

194.217
117 Ha
72.047ha

a)

Improvement of Existing Paddy Field
Non-Arable Land Treatment
Afforestation with pine/non pine

c)

Improvement of degraded forest

1

c.

d.
2

Half moon terracing

b)
3

Arable Land Treatment

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Strip Plantation

Drainage Line Treatment
Head Water Dam +
Check Dam +
Water Harvesting Farm Pond +
Diversion Dam +
Lead Channel +
Retaining Wall +
Diversion Channel +
Small dug out pond +

125ha
135ha

99.745ha

371.223ha
7 nos.
5 nos.
5 nos.
2 nos.
1619.5 rmt
12 nos.
4342.2 rmt
13 nos.
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Present Status of Works:
Sl.no. Works
1.

Contour Bunds

Agro-Horticulture at Nongshram Mongchung
Status

These are low cost structures of soil
conservation that promotes water retention

and helps prevent soil erosion. They were
mainly constructed in the cultivated land on

gentle slope other than Paddy fields where the
farmers planted different types of vegetables.

These bunds were constructed in a total area
of about 117 Ha. With the construction of

such bunds along the contour lines, the loss of

precious top soil in the cultivable land is
greatly reduced to a considerable extend

2.

at Dalbot ‘B’
Terraces

which could be visible from the better crop
production as compared to earlier situation.

Terraces are cut and fill structures to level the

land surface constructed across steeper slopes
to reduce runoff by allowing infiltration of
rainwater into the soiland prevent soilerosion.
Both dry and wet terraces were constructed.
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About 125 Ha of land was brought under
Terrace cultivation. In most of the Dry

Terraces, vegetables are grown and crops like
Pineapple are cultivated on the shoulder

bunds which added extra income to the
farmers.

3.

at Dalbot ‘A’

Agro-Horticulture

Seedlings of fruit trees such as Pine apple,
Beetle nut, Sweet Oranges,

etc. were

provided to the Watershed area through this

Project in which the farmers grow in their

fields along with other food and vegetable
crops,

a

technique

known

as

Agro-

horticulture. The target was to bring about
194.217 Ha of land under Agro-Horticulture.

However, the survival rate of the seedlings
4.

at Nongshram Mongchung

Improvement of existing Paddy Field

was only 70%.

Improvements of the paddy fields were done
to increase the productivity of the land.
Around 72.047 Ha of Paddy fields were
improved.

7.

at Nongshram Rongbeng

Afforestation

Afforestation was done on Wastelands and
Barren Lands with Tree Species such as

Cryptomeria japonica, Grevillia robusta,
Alnus nepalensis, Michelia champaca, Toona
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ciliata, Bucklandia populnea, etc. The rate of
survival of the seedlings was very poor due to

many factors. Forest fires, negligence and

lack of care and interest of the people are
some of the major factors. As a result, the
target of covering about 135 Ha of forest land
through this intervention could not be met.

8.

at Nongshram Mongchong
Improvement of Degraded Forests

Tree species such as Cryptomeria japonica,

Grevillea robusta, Alnus nepalensis, Michelia
champaca,

Toona

ciliata,

Bucklandia

populnea, etc.were also planted in degraded
forest lands and community lands. In this case

too, the rate of survival of the seedlings was
very poor. Hence, only about one third of the

470 Ha target area under this activity could be
9.

Strip Plantation

achieved.

It was targeted to cover about 99.745 Ha area
of land under this intervention.Strip Plantation

were done on roadsides, schools, Health
Centres, Cemeteries, Playgrounds, etc. with

flowering trees such as Delonixregia and

Jacaranda mimosifolia and others such as
Grevillea robusta, Bucklandia populnea, etc.

Most of the flowering species that were

planted had a good survivability rate except
for those planted near the roadside due to lack
10.

Protection Walls

of care and poor maintenance.

About 12 nos. of these Bamboo Spur were
make to protect loss of precious cultivated

lands on stream banks from being eroded
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away during heavy downpour. They are
generally Bamboo Spur. They have proven to

be very beneficial to the farmers since a major

portion of the land is protected from the
erosive force of rainwater. Most of these

Bamboo Spur are still intact though a few
have been destroyed because of the strong

force of water flowing in the stream during
heavy rains.
11.

at Nongshram Rongbeng

Check Dams/Head Dam

14 nos. of Check Dams were constructed

mainly to reduce runoff velocity and for silt
retention. In addition, they also act as Head
Water Dam for providing irrigation to the

cultivated areas. Hence, behave as multifunctional structures. They are either masonry
or concrete structures. The condition of these
structures is satisfactory but they require

proper care and maintenance from time to
time to increase their longevity.
12.

Water Harvesting Structures

Their main purpose is for groundwater
recharge but at the same time serve as storage

structures for irrigation and for fish farming as
well. All the 5 nos. of structures that were
constructed are in good condition and some of

them have potential as tourist spots. Hence,
efforts are being made to instigate the people
so as to further improve and beautify them to

obtain additional income through tourism
13.

Small Dug Out Ponds

activities.

They are 13 in nos. usually aiming at

providing irrigation water to vegetable crops
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particularly during the dry periods between
rains. They are low cost and highly efficient

structures and enable the farmers to earn extra
income. These are also in good working

condition and some have been further

improved and renovated by the beneficiaries
themselves.
14.

Lead Channel&Diversion Channel

More than 5961.7 Rmt. ofthese structures are
aimed at diverting the excess surface runoff

from one area for use or safe disposal to other
areas to prevent flood damage, erosion, or

sedimentation damage. These structures have
proven beneficial to the farmers.
At Nongshram Rongbeng
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Livelihood Activities: (Umwasor Watershed)

The various Livelihood activities taken up were aimed at improving the standards of living

and generation of income for the asset less people under the project. Before receiving any assistance,

the people were provided with the total training package for taking up such activities at various
Training Institutions within the State. Activities like Pisciculture, Apiculture, Piggery, Poultry, etc.
have really boosted up the people and they are encouraged to continue with these activities.
Different Livelihood Activities promoted under the Watershed

Piggery unit

Hollow Block making unit

Distribution of Carpentry Kits unit

Poultry Unit
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Livelihood Activities: (Daong Dagrim Watershed)

The various Livelihood activities taken up were aimed at improving the standards of living

and generation of income for the asset less people under the project. Before receiving any assistance,

the people were provided with the total training package for taking up such activities at various
Training Institutions within the State. Activities like Hollow Block making, Piggery, etc. have really
boosted up the people and they are encouraged to continue with these activities.
Different Livelihood Activities promoted under the Watershed

Milk Cow unit at Dymmut-‘B’

Distribution of Tailoring unit

Piggery unit at Dymmut ‘B’

Distribution of hollow block unit
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Livelihood Activities: (Rongbeng Dagal Watershed)

The various Livelihood activities taken up were aimed at improving the standards of living

and generation of income for the asset less people under the project. Before receiving any assistance,

the people were provided with the total training package for taking up such activities at various
Training Institutions within the State. Activities like Pisciculture, Apiculture, Piggery, Poultry, etc.
have really boosted up the people and they are encouraged to continue with these activities.
Different Livelihood Activities promoted under the Watershed

Distribution of Tailoring unit

Piggery unit at Mongchung

Vermicompost unit at N.Wahkatak

Distribution of Hollow Block Unit
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Production System & Microenterprises: (Umwasor Watershed)

This included farm based activities to support the production system and microenterprises for

land owning households. This component aims to diversify and maximize the production and

productivity of agriculture system as a whole and targets the land holders with cascading benefits to
landless agriculture labor.

Different Activities Promoted under Production System & Micro-enterprises.

Mud Block Making unit at Porksai

Duckery Unit

Piggery unit at Porksai

Weaving & Handloom at Pyndengmawlieh
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Production System & Microenterprises: (Daong Dagrim Watershed)

This included farm based activities to support the production system and microenterprises for

land owning households. This component aims to diversify and maximize the production and

productivity of agriculture system as a whole and targets the land holders with cascading benefits to
landless agriculture labor.

Different Activities Promoted under Production System & Micro-enterprises.

piggery unit at Dymmut-‘A’

Cattle Rearing unit at Dymmut ‘B’

Handicraft unit at dymmut ‘B’

Cattle Rearing unit at Dymmut ‘B’
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Production System & Microenterprises: (Rongbeng Dagal Watershed)

This included farm based activities to support the production system and microenterprises for

land owning households. This component aims to diversify and maximize the production and

productivity of agriculture system as a whole and targets the land holders with cascading benefits to
landless agriculture labor.

Different Activities Promoted under Production System & Micro-enterprises.

Eri-Silkworm Unit at Nongshram Bolking

Eri-Silkworm
Mongchung

Unit

at

Piggery unit at Nongshram Rongbeng

Cattle Rearing Unit at Dalbot ‘A’

Nongshram
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CHAPTER 3.3: CONSOLIDATION & WITHDRAWAL PHASE
In this phase the resources augmented and economic plans developed in Watershed Work

Phase were made the foundation to create new nature-based, sustainable livelihoods and raise
productivity levels. The main objectives under this phase were:
Consolidation and completion of various works.

Building the capacity of the community based organizations to carry out the new agenda
items during post project period.

Sustainable management of (developed) natural resources and

Up-scaling of successful experiences regarding farm production systems/off-farm
livelihoods.

Consolidation and completion of various works
i.

ii.

Preparation of project completion report with details about status of each intervention;
Documentation of successful experiences as well as lessons learnt for future use.

.Capacity Building of Community Based Organizations

The Community based Organizations such as Watershed Committee, Self Help Groups and

Common Interest Groups as well as other individual beneficiaries were motivated, sensitized and

capacitated on the Operation & Maintenance of assets created during Post Project period. Refreshers
Training was organized for the SHGs on Group management & Book-keeping.

Capacity building of watershed committee

(umwasor watershed)

Capacity building of Federation (umwasor watershed)
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Capacity building of Self Help Groups (umwasor watershed)
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Capacity Building Training (umwasor watershed)

Capacity building of Watershed Committee members
(Daong-Dagrim Watershed)

Capacity building of User Groups(Daong-

Dagrim Watershed)

Capacity building of Self Help Groups (Daong-Dagrim Watershed)
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Capacity Building (Daong-Dagrim Watershed)

Capacity building of Watershed Committee members (Rongbeng
Dagal Watershed)

Capacity building on Livestock (Rongbeng Dagal
Watershed)

Capacity building of Self Help Groups & User Group (Rongbeng Dagal Watershed)
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Sustainable management of (developed) natural resources

The sustainability of some of the important assets and interventions created under the project

were improved during this Phase. These included:

 Repair, Maintenance and Renovation of some important Entry Point Activities (EPA) such as
Public Toilet, Drinking Wells, Washing Platforms, footbridge, water supply tank, spring tap
chambers etc.

 Repairing of footbridge at langshonthiang.

 Sending Training for beneficiaries on fruit value addition at Meira, Brahman Aribam Leikai, Harinath
Road, Imphal. Manipur.

Washing Place cum drinking well at
Pyndengmawlieh

Washing place cum drinking well at
Nongthawkhong

Foot Bridge at Langshonthiang

Training at Meira, Brahman Aribam Leikai, Harinath Road, Imphal. Manipur.
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After repairing at dymmut ‘A’

After repairing at dymmut ‘B’

IEC HUB- Nongshram Bolking
(before)

FOOT BRIDGE- Nongshram
Rongbeng (before)

IEC HUB(before)

Dalbot

‘A’

IEC
HUB-NongshramWahkatak
(before)

IEC HUB- Nongshram Bolking
(after)

FOOT BRIDGE- Nongshram
Rongbeng (after)

IEC HUB(after)

Dalbot

‘A’

IEC
HUB-NongshramWahkatak
(after)

FOOT BRIDGE- Dalbot ‘B’ (before)

PUBLIC TOILET-Nongshram Mongchung (before)

FOOT BRIDGE- Dalbot ‘B’ (after)

PUBLIC TOILET-Nongshram Mongchung (After)
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Up-scaling of successful experiences regarding farm production systems/off-farm livelihoods
 Sericulture and its allied activities being of great potential in the Watershed area were

promoted. About 15 silk Rearers were trained on the basics of Sericulture and rearing of Eri-

Silkworm, about 15 women trained on spinning of Silk Thread and thirteen women were sent
to Training on Weaving of silk cloth.

 Company SHG engaged in Weaving and Handloom was facilitated to undergo more

specialization in the Profession and hence a local Trainer from Sonidan, Ri-Bhoi District

assisted the group in further improvement of their skills by giving them training and Weaving
Machine has provided to the beneficiaries

Package Training Practices on Spinning and Weaving of Eri-Silkwork

Value addition of Fruits Training
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Crop Demonstration Training

Exposure Trip cum Training on Weaving & Handloom
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SUCCESS STORIES
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-EPA SUCCESS STORY-

NAME OF BENEFICIARY: Langshonthiang VEC
Village- Langshonthiang
Location-Rangeitniang
Project-Umwasor

Block-Mawshynrut

Works-Footbridge

Lanshongthiang Footbridge was constructed on 2010 as on E.P.A. Most of the

village had to cross Rangeitniang river on daily basic and even school children which during
monsoon it makes the villagers difficult to cross the river which sometimes result in school children

being absent from school as it was too difficult to cross the river. On seeing these difficulties, the
Umwasor WC took initiative to construct this footbridge in 2010 as an E.P.A.

With regard to this activity, initially this footbridge was constructed and had great

influence for smooth running and working of these villagers, especially for school children during
monsoon season to cross Rangeitniang and reach school in time. This footbridge as it has lots of
importance it was again repaired in 2016 during the Consolidation & Withdrawal Phase.
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EPA SUCCESS STORY-

DRINKING WELL cum WASHING PLACE

Thawkhong is located in Nongthawkhong village under Umwasor Watershed (IWMP-

IV), West Khasi Hills, Meghalaya which has a household of about 28 numbers and in which
about 181 people are residing. They lack drinking water as there is a shortage of proper

drinking water supply. Drinking water is thus a primary necessity for the population living in
and around the area and other places as well.

The Umwasor Watershed Committee on seeing this problem faced by the people of the

particular area concerned after surveying and inspection is done they decided to assist and
provided them with 2 nos. drinking wells cum washing place during the 1st year of the Project
Phase as Entry Point Activities in the year 2010-11. With the construction of these Drinking
Wells, though not fully sufficient but the problem of Drinking water scarcity is solved to a
significant extent. And also it helps the people for their daily used like washing and cleaning.
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-Production System Success Story

Name of Work: Piggery

Name of Village: Porksai

Beneficiary Name: Smt. Eramon Shyrkon.
Watershed Name: Umwasor IWMP-IV

Under Umwasor IWMP-IV Smt: Eramon Shyrkon of Porksai Village had

received financial assistance under Production System & Micro-Enterprises of
Rs.30, 000 during 2013.

She utilized the assistance for construction of Pig shed and to purchase

four nos. of Piglets.

After a period of 7 Months, three numbers of grown up Pigs were sold

at Rs.30, 000/- and one was kept for breeding Purpose. This Sow in turn gave
birth to 5 Nos. of Piglets and after 1 Month four numbers of Piglets were sold at

Rs.10, 000/- lump sum while she had kept one male piglet for breeding purpose.

Later, in 2016 the sow again gave birth to 11 more Piglets and within a month 10
of these Piglets were sold at Rs.37, 000/-. In this way, she runs her business by
selling them off and keeping only one or two piglets for breeding purpose. The

Piggery Unit has improved the income of the family and she is determined to
further expand her busines
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-Production System Success Story

Name of Work: Poultry Farming
Village: Porksai

Watershed Name: Umwasor IWMP-IV

Name of Beneficiary: Therisa Shyrkon

Porksai village under Mawshynrut Block is 26 kms from Riangdo. At

the initial Stage Smt. Therisa Shyrkon coming from very a poor family was
financially assisted with Rs.30, 000/-for starting of Poultry Farming in
October 2016.

She utilized the assistance for construction of Poultry shed also

purchased 50 Nos. of chicks.

The Poultry unit has improved her income. After 4 Months period

i.e, in the Month of Feb, 2017 she was able to sell off 37 Nos. of chicken at
lump sum amount of Rs.15,000/ and it really help her family. The
remaining 11Nos. of chicken will be sold at Rs.6500. She plans to replace

again with 50 nos. of chicks. The poultry unit has improved her
income.

-EPA SUCCESS STORY-
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The footbridge at Nongshram Rongbeng was erected under (IWMP-IV) Rongbeng Dagal

Watershed, West Khasi Hills, Meghalaya as part of the Entry Point Activity (EPA). It was
constructed to connect the residents of the village with other villages near and far. It was constructed

with the aim of easing the day to day activities of the local people and particularly farmers and
school children.

Objective: The footbridge was constructed to make the villagers easier to cross the stream and
provide them access to participate in their local businesses, shorten their route of destination to go

from one community or village to another and mainly during monsoon season when the water level
in the stream rises.

Utilization: Here around 48 households or families and about 326 people of this village benefitted

from the footbridge. Farmers and pedestrians travels and passes through this bridge back and forth
daily in order to sell their agricultural goods, produces and to carry out their businesses, works etc.

bringing back home their daily necessity, as well as for kids to go to school. This footbridge has

surely acted as a blessing to the people around this area and through this they are able to fulfill their
needs.

Operations and Maintenance: The footbridge was handed over by the P.I.A to the village
administration for its care and maintenance.

Impact: The footbridge has proven to be very useful and helpful to the people of this village
especially during the rainy seasons and in times of emergencies and the stream is no longer a thread
and a problem to the villages even during the monsoon season as it was back then in recent years
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-EPA SUCCESS STORY-

Success Story on Public Toilet

During the Preparatory Phase of the Rongbeng Dagal Watershed IWMP-IV, PRA

exercises were conducted village wise for identifying those activities which could be
taken up as Entry Point Activities based on the urgent needs of the community.

The Market Place of the entire area is located at Nongshram Mongchung

Village. Once a week, a Market Day is held in this village and people residing in the
region from several villages come to buy and sell their products in this market. Being a
Market place, there was a need to have a Public Toilet for the people coming to the
Market.

The Public Toilet was constructed in the Market area of the village as an Entry

Point Activity during 2010-11 with an amount of Rs. 1, 20,500/- only. It was
constructed by the PIA (Project Implementing Agency) and then handed over to the
Village administration for its management and maintenance.

During the Consolidation and Withdrawal Phase, having seen the importance of

the Pay and Use Toilet, further steps had been taken to improve it by construction of a

Water Tank for supply of water. The Toilet was also repainted to enhance its outlook.
The Village Administration was also facilitated to maintain the cleanliness and hygienic
condition in the surroundings of the Toilet for a healthy environment
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Production System Success Story

Name of Work: Piggery
Name of Village: N. Mongchung
Beneficiary Name: Mongchung Small Farmer SHG
Watershed Name: Rongbeng Dagal IWMP-IV

Small Farmer SHG of N. Mongchung Village had received financial
assistance of Rs.30,000/- during 2011 under Production System & Micro
Enterprises.
The SHG had constructed a Pig shed and purchased 7 nos. of Piglets, 5
males and two females. Within a period of 8 months all the 7 nos. of pigs were sold
at a lump sum amount of Rs. 56000.00. From this amount, Rs. 25,000 was
utilized for purchasing 10 numbers of piglets @ Rs. 2500/- each and Rs. 15,000
was kept for purchase of feeds. The remaining amount was equally distributed
among the Group members.
So, basically the Group operates their activity in this manner where they
would purchase the piglets, feed them for a period of 7-8 months and then sell
them off at a lump sum price in the markets.

The group has been able to sell off piglets thrice and their total income
generated amounts to Rs. 1, 84,000 and profit earned is Rs 1, 09,000.

Thus, the piggery unit has improved the income of the SHG and their family.
The Self Help Group is planning to further expand its business in this sector.
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-EPA SUCCESS STORY-

EPA SUCCESS STORY IEC HUB

Village/Location – Dymmut ‘A’ N.25’33’44.1, E.091’47’31.0, EL.422.7
Watershed- Daong-Dagrim IWMP, Batch-III, Project-IX
C&RD Block- Mawshynrut

PIA – Soil & Water Conservation Dept, Nongstoin

Under IWMP, 4 % of the total cost is utilized for construction of Entry Point

Activities based on the requirement of the villagers in the area. Dymmut ‘A’ village

consisted of 68 households and had proposed the construction of an IEC Hub with dimension
of 6.00 by 5.00 m for conduction of meeting and other Programmes. Prior to the

establishment of the Hub, they used to meet either in any villager’s residence or in open
space for discussion. But now, they used this Hub as a place where they can gather, make
proclamations, resolutions and plans for the welfare of the whole area.

The IEC Hub is maintained neat and clean by the villagers themselves under the

leadership of the Headman. The Hub is so useful even for public platform and for awareness
programmes organized for different purposes.
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-Arable land treatment-

Betel Nut Plantation Story

Beneficiaries - Shri. Subidar Sangma

Village/ Location – Dymmut ‘A’ N.25’34’19.3, E. 090’47’55.1, EL.409.4
C & RD Block Mawshynrut

Initiation of Bettle Nut Plantation was carried out under the scheme of Daong-

Dagrim IWMP-IV, since the locality has great potential for undertaking such crops. The

plantation was started during 2013-14 in the plot of land belonging to Shri. Subidar Sangma
of Dymmut A village with an area of 2 Ha. This was intended to improve the economic

status through the sale of the produce. A spacing of 3.00m by 3.50m was maintained and
THE number of seedlings planted was around 1900.

Shri. Subidar has well maintained the plantation through regular weeding,

lopping of the over-topped plants and fencing which are compulsory especially during the
early stage of the crops, but avoided soil working.

The availability for harvest of produce is about 7 or 8 years depending on the

fertility of soil and the climatic condition. The crop has not yet attained maturity for bearing
fruit.

According to him, anticipated yield of 10 plants would be about 1 bag. Hence, from the

number of plants he planted, he would get 180.50 bags @ Rs 2500/- per bag amounting to Rs
4, 51,250/- profit at the time of bearing fruits.
Gross profit = Rs 4, 51,250/-

(-) Expenses: Maintenance and harvesting of fruits lump
Sum = Rs 2, 50,000/G.P = Rs 4, 51,250/-
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(-) ex= Rs2, 50, 000

Total = Rs 9, 51,250/- every year
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-Non-Arable land treatmentRUBBER PLANTATION STORY

Beneficiary :Shri. Piral Marak

Location : Dymmut ‘A’ N.25’33’45.3, E.090’47’36.3, EL.408.5
Watershed : Daong-Dagrim IWMP, Batch-III, Project-IX

Rubber Plantation in the area is created under IWMP Scheme 2010-11

which is feasible for crop and started in 2013-14. The watershed committees chose the plot
of land of Shri. Piral Marak in Dymmut ‘A’ of about 2.00 Ha with the aim of selling the
produce.

Around 800 young seedlings of Rubber were planted. Shri. Piral

had took good care of the plantation e.g. fencing, lopping all top-covered plants for sunlight.
The rubber plants have not yet attained maturity stage for tapping.

During maturing stage for tapping, size measuring 50cm girth above 150 cm

from the ground. The girth is divided into two panels and tapping is done alternatively. The

anticipated yield of latex by 10 numbers of crops would be 1 liter per day and tapping is done
for about 7 months or about 168 days in a year.

Therefore, from 800 numbers of plants (-) minus 8% casualty i.e.

736 number of crops yield would 73.6 liters per day and for 168 days would be 12364.8

liters. After processing, 1 kg of dry sheets would be obtained per 3 liters of latex. Hence,
from 12364.8 liters of latex the farmer would obtain 4121.6kg dry sheets @ Rs 200 / kg
amounting to Rs 8,24,320/- gross profit.

Expenses for purchasing, deploying laborers for

(i)planting , fencing ,weeding etc. for 8 years in lump sum is Rs 3,90,000/(ii) Tapping 8 laborers for 7 months

=Rs 2, 80,000/-
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Net profit is Rs (8, 24,320 – 6, 70,000)

Tota =Rs 6, 70,000/-

= Rs 1, 54,320/-
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-Drainage Line Treatment-

Head Water Dam
Beneficiary: Shri . Polling Sangma
Location
: Dymmut ‘B’ N . 25’33’40.4, E 090’47’36.1, El 406.4
Watershed: Daong-dagrim IWMP, Batch – III, Project –IX
C&RD Block: Mawshynrut
PIA – Soil & Water Conservation Dept, Nongstoin
Estimate length – 6.00, Height – 1.80

A Head water dam was constructed across Rongmatehare stream in Dymmut

‘B’ for the purpose of storing water and to supplement irrigation to 2.55 Ha paddy fields
belonging to 4 farmers, namely. Shri.Polling Sangma ,Shri.Kotha Sangma ,Shri. William
Marak and Shri. Renga Sangma

Prior the structure, they used to construct mud wall or earthen

embankment every year to raise the water level, but now the dam is a permanent structure
and hence has saved time and labor as well as ensure sufficient supply of water to the
fields. Previously, the yield of Paddy obtained from the fields of 2.55 Ha was only 14
quintals but now it has gone up to 23.5 quintals.
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Food chain/ Value Addition of Local fruits & Vegetables at Umdang Village

Smt. Elmolyne Rongrin of Umdang village was facilitated through the

Umwasor Watershed Project (IWMP-4) to undergo a 1 week Training Programme on
Value Addition of Fruits & Vegetables to MEIRA FOODS, Manipur.

She was financially promoted to take up the activity in her village. She in turn

trained 5 more women from her village and together they formed a Common Interest
Group (CIG). The Group is now able to produce Candies of cheap and locally

available fruits and vegetables such as Pineapple, Carambola, Gooseberry, Ginger, etc.
and sell them off at a relatively good price in the local markets.
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Weaving of Eri -silk at Pyndenmawlieh Village

Smt. Snurlang Mawsor of Khurmat SHG and residing in Pyndeng Mawlieh

village is an enterprising Weaver of Eri Silk Cloth in Umwasor Watershed (IWMP-4).

Her SHG is involved in rearing and Spinning of Silk Thread which they learnt through
experience and further improved through various Trainings and Capacity Building
exercises facilitated under the Watershed Project. She in turn weaves these Silk
Threads into beautiful Shawls and Stoles which fetch her good income.
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CHAPTER 5: ANNEXURES

WATERSHED COMMITTEE ACCOUNT PASSBOOK
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WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT FUND ACCOUNT PASSBOOK
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Registration Certificate
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